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Compact and handy for when 
a big ironing board won’t do. 
Use at the ironing board or 
next to the sewing machine. 
Press bags, crafts, garments. 
Features rectangular nose, 
long free-arm, sturdy metal 
base. Heavy duty cotton 
cover with pad, drawstring 
cord and hook/loop closures 
for secure fit. Folds flat for 
easy storage. Video demo 
available. Size 21in long x 3 
1/2in wide x 4in tall. 

ART NO. 7800

2 X 4 MIGHTY MINI BOARD 

Replacement cover and 
pad for Clover item 7800 
Press Perfect 2 x 4 Mighty 
Mini Board. Heavy duty 
cotton cover, drawstring 
cord and hook/loop 
closure for a secure fit. 

2 X 4 MIGHTY MINI BOARD
REPLACEMENT COVER

ART NO. 7801
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ART NO. 7801

IRON FINGER 
Multi-purpose, heat resistant 
pressing tool to use in place 
of  your finger at the iron. 
Spatula end for finger 
pressing, point turning and 
gripping fabric to hold in 
place. Use handle as seam 
roll to press seams open.  
Press with or without an iron. 
Soft grip for secure and easy 
handling. Left/right handed. 

POINT 2 POINT TURNER

ART NO. 7803

ART NO. 7802      

Turn every point perfectly. 
Features two turner tips, 
hera marker, finger 
presser and two curved 
edges to push out along 
curved or long seams. 
Ideal for point turning, 
detail work, pressing 
seams or marking fabric. 
Left/right handed.
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IRON SAFE

ART NO. 7804

Protect your iron and 
fabric by preventing 
scorch, burn, and shine 
with this iron shoe that fits 
over the soleplate of  your 
iron. Non-stick surface 
protects fabrics while 
adhesives wipe off. 
Eliminates the need for a 
pressing cloth. One size 
fits most household irons, 
works with all tempera-
ture settings, dry or 
steam. Not for use with 
cordless or multi-
directional irons. 

DELUXE TAKE & PRESS MAT

ART NO. 7805

Large portable pressing 
mat features heavy duty 
cotton cover, thick pad, 
heat resistant fabric on 
underside. Handy grid 
for easy garment pin 
blocking or pressing 
quilt blocks. Fold for 
storage/travel. Works on 
any flat, heat-safe 
surface. Ideal for 
classes, retreats. 
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DELUXE TAKE & PRESS MAT

Measure, mark, and 
press hems and more in 
one step. Great for purse 
handles, binding, hems, 
rounded corners, interior 
and miter corners. Heat 
resistant, thin, accurate 
ruler can be pressed with 
dry/steam iron, features 
non-slip surface to hold 
fabric for precise results. 

HOT HEMMER

ART NO. 7806

                        HOLD IT PRECISION STILETTO

ART NO. 7807

Stiletto and grippy tips to 
hold/control fabric while 
pressing or sewing. Grippy 
tip made of  heat resistant 
silicone for use with the 
iron. Both tips are angled 
for good reach and 
visibility. Great for help in 
holding seams while 
pressing and controlling 
fabric while stitching. 
Left/right handed.
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TOUCH UP PRESSING MIT

ART NO. 7808

                         DRY HEAT PRO FINISH PRESSING SHEET™

Wear on your hand as a 
pressing surface to 
safely press hanging 
quilts, garments. Reach 
inside bags, soft crafts, 
sleeve, pant leg. For 
projects that won’t fit 
on a traditional ironing 
board. Convenient for 
travel, garments, quick 
touch ups on the go. 
Left/right handed.

Safely press heat sensitive 
materials including vinyl, 
PUL, laminates, 
chalkboard, T-shirts and 
more. Use during 
construction to press 
seams for a professional 
finish. Re-usable, smooth, 
non-stick paper sheets 
will not leave an impres-
sion on the material. Do 
not use with steam. 
Includes 4 reusable 
sheets.

ART NO. 7809
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PRESS PERFECT ESSENTIALS 11PC COLLECTION

Press Perfect by Joan Hawley for Clover Needlecraft is an innovative 
collection of long overdue updated pressing notions. The collection

 includes hand tools, pressing surfaces, and specialty items. These new 
basics are a perfect starter kit to give your pressing station an update. 

ART NO. 9045

Iron Shine Cleaning Pen™
The pen style applicator, 
scrubby tip and
water-soluble cleaning fluid 
are a new approach to 
easily maintaining a clean 
iron with no mess or harsh 
fumes. The Iron Shine 
allows you to control the 
clean-see what you are 
doing, clean the whole iron 
or spot clean, safely work 
with the iron off. Safe for 
metal or coated soleplates, 
good for multiple cleanings.

ART NO. 7810

NEW!!!

Iron Shine
Cleaning Pen
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